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Customer Support Service may be accessed at Place the Songbook in the USB port of the target
PC, computer, or mobile device. The SCS process verifies the compatibility of the Songbook on

the target device. Press the USB mouse b to install the Songbook. Enable the enable network
connection to the target PC, computer, or mobile device to connect the Songbook to the internet
via a network. Click on the running USB icon, select the .exe file that you want to connect, and

press OK to install SongBook and start the SCS. If the SCS is not displayed in the beginning, there
is no network connection, and the PC or mobile device cannot be connected to the internet. Click

on the running USB icon, select the .exe file that you want to connect, and press OK to install
SongBook and start the SCS. If the SCS is not displayed in the beginning, there is no network

connection, and the PC or mobile device cannot be connected to the internet. Your PC, computer,
or mobile device is now connected to the SongBook in  the Songbook. Open the Internet browser,
go to and type in “Songbook Android” in the search box. Note: The connection to the internet is

automatically disabled after 5 minutes, unless it is disabled in the  smartphone, computer, or
mobile device settings. If the connection is lost, press the  icon. Wait for a few seconds, and the

connection will be automatically reestablished. If the connection to the internet is disabled after 5
minutes, click on the  icon, wait for a few seconds, and the connection will be automatically

reestablished. Note: When a PC, computer, or mobile device is connected to a SongBook, the PC,
computer, or mobile device can be configured to start the SCS automatically whenever the

SongBook is connected to it via USB. Make sure that the SCS is always available in the
setting of the  target PC, computer, or mobile device. If the SCS is not displayed in the  settings,

click on the  Internet browser icon, select the “Open “option and press OK to display
the “settings”  page.  Click on “Internet
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